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Agenda 2030
• 17 Sustainable Development Goals with 169 associated
targets which are integrated and indivisible.
• “It is accepted by all countries and is applicable to all, taking
into account different national realities, capacities and levels
of development and respecting national policies and
priorities. These are universal goals and targets… They are
integrated and indivisible and balance the three dimensions
of sustainable development.”
Source: outcome document of the United Nations summit for the adoption of the post-2015
development agenda

• No single model can address such complexity; no single
model can easily be adapted to address countries’ priorities.

Interrelations

Source: David Le Blanc, “Towards Integration at Last? The SDGs as a Network of Targets”, Rio+20 Working Paper 4.

Building analytical capacity for
sustainable development policies
• UN-DESA/DPAD builds capacity in the use of modelling
tools, and transfers these tools to inform policy decisions
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Implementation modality
• Government demand for modelling tools that possess
relevance for policy making
• Trainees: qualified technical staff in government; generators
of modelling-based evidence
• Trainers: UN-DESA/DPAD staff mostly
• Policy makers: users of modelled-based evidence
• Missions/workshops & technical support
• Scoping mission: defines policy issues
• Training workshops: transfer of knowledge and tools; generally
three to four; telecommunication in between
• “Clinics” in countries if needed
• Final workshop: discussion of outputs (policy notes) with policy
makers.

Building from past experience (2006-15)
• Integrated assessment of economic and social policies
• economic growth and macroeconomic trade-offs of
financing social policies

• Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models
• coherent financing strategies to achieve the MDGs (MAMS)
• social protection policies to offset external shocks
(MACEPES)

• Complemented with microsimulation models
• poverty and inequality analysis
• household surveys

• Statistical and quantitative techniques to calibrate
models

Examples of results: Uganda
• Key conclusions from modelling exercise:
• Social service provision not always the best policy to
accelerate MDG achievement
• Larger improvements in the MDGs are more strongly
associated withy public investment in physical
infrastructure (e.g. rural feeder roads).
• Public infrastructure investment is an important driver
of household income growth, with knock-on implications
for the other MDGs.
• Investment in physical infrastructure is at the core of the
Government’s strategy to deliver its Vision 2040

Examples of results: Bolivia
• Agenda Patriótica 2025 is Bolivia’s development vision. It
was launched in January 2012.
• Economy-wide model helped estimate requirements in
terms of GDP growth, government budget and financing
for implementation of programs and plans.
• Conclusion:
• Bolivia would need to grow by 7% per year (much more
than in the past) to avoid excessive reliance on public
spending.
• Even so, some MDG targets would not be achieved by
2025.
• Tax revenues (rather than foreign debt) would need to
be mobilized to support programs.

Examples of results: Costa Rica
• Economy-wide model produced a very low “primary
completion rate”: on average, 61.6% for the period 20002009
• A thorough analysis showed there was a high repetition
rate in first grade (about 12%).
• Issue began to be studied and discussed within the
Ministry of Education.
• Subsequently, there was a reform: reading and writing
skills began to be assessed at the end of second grade, not
in first grade.

Policy discussion at the highest level
(examples)
• Policy notes presented to and discussed with the
President of Costa Rica and her complete cabinet
• Policy notes regularly discussed within the Ministry of
Planning and Economic Development in Bolivia and then
used to inform cabinet discussions
• Capacities used to inform; the NDP-2 in Uganda, the
Poverty Status Report 2014 and the MDG Report for
Uganda 2013

Questions became broader;
more challenging (2015-17)
• Energy ministries can plan supply to satisfy energy
demand, but is it going to be affordable?
• Economy ministries can identify industry and services
niches and opportunities, but will there be reliable
electricity?
• Agriculture ministries can propose promotion schemes for
small farmers and reduce poverty, but will there be water?
• Large investment projects can create jobs and
simultaneously disrupt livelihoods, how to advance social
inclusion?

Focus on energy first
• CGE model with energy details (CGE-E)
• Energy treated as an input
• Generation, distribution and transmission

• Integrated energy systems (OseMosys)
• as stand alone
• soft linking with CGE-E

• Analysis seeks to ponder policy options
• achieving sustainable energy
• finding optimum energy system configuration in countries
• estimating costs of, and assessing incentives for promoting
sustainable energy
• identifying investment needs for sustainable energy
• assessment of economic and human development impacts of
all the above

Bolivia energy modelling
• OSeMOSYS was transferred to the Government.
• Workshops to simulate scenarios using OSeMOSYS
• Economic and Social Policy Analysis Unit (UDAPE) of the
Ministry of Development Planning carried out analysis on the
development of the energy sector and its contribution to
climate change.
• This analysis was included in Bolivia's Intended Nationally
Determined Contribution (INDC).
• On 12 October 2015, UNFCCC formally received Bolivia's
INDC. The INDC came in advance of the COP21 conference in
Paris.
• Currently the economic feasibility of the energy pathways
projected for the INDC are being analyzed using the CGE-E.

Today the focus is on
integrated assessments
Interplay of climate, land-use models, water resource
models and energy systems models (CLEWS).
The methodology basically iterates the results from
various models until convergence is achieved, thereby
providing a unifying framework to simultaneously
assess policy decisions
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promotion of renewables
preservation of biodiversity
agricultural expansion
emissions’ control.

Various scenarios and a good selection of drivers,
simplifies the task of looking at the inter-relations
among various dimensions of development.

Other modelling tools and
future tools development
Electrification modelling tool for Africa

•
•
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Uses open geo-spatial data
Simulates the provision of universal access to electricity
by 2030 with the least cost technology option in 44
African countries.
Estimates the total cost of achieving universal access to
electricity for various technology options and for each
locality defined by a 10 by 10 kilometer range.
Provides a first insight into energy planning that accounts
for local characteristics and several technological options.

• CGE-E is being further developed to include human
development module
• “Soft” and “hard” linking of CLEWS and CGE-E.

A web-platform to
make modelling
tools widely
available
• https://unite.un.org/analytics/desa/modellingtools
• Led by UN-DESA and powered by the United Nations Office for
Information and Communication Technologies (UNOICT).
• Principles guiding construction, update and expansion:
• make widely available a suite of tools, as no single model provides
answers to all challenges posed by sustainable development;
• provide open and transparent documentation of models contained in
the website
• create a community of practice for continuous updating of the models
and able to provide state-of-the-art knowledge in policy areas relevant
to sustainable development

In sum, our key principles
CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
Demand driven; emerging from national policy priorities
Focused on informing policy decisions
Continuous interaction with policymakers
Centered on training/learning of policy analysts in government
ministries and institutions
• Full transfer of analytical tools
• Effective communication of results
•
•
•
•

MODELING TOOLS
•
•
•
•
•

A suite of models. No single model can cover all relevant issues
Openness. Open source software
Transferable. Ownership
Transparent. Make data and code available.
Open for validation from scientific and development
practitioner’s community
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